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Title word cross-reference

[BGS19]. g [AK15, ER19b, Gag09, GR09, Rou08, Sch10a, Sch10b, Sch13e,
Tol08, Woe08a, vEW08, vEW09]. H
[ZTG11, ZYCK12, ACHVH09, AOdFC12, BBMP12, BI10, BBL15, BD07a,
BD10b, BMD10, BMHD11, BM12, Bor13a, Bor14b, BGT22, BN21, Bur07a,
Bur07b, Bur13a, Cam14, zChHY13, CGD¹21, CMMT13, CB07, Die15,
Egg08a, Egg08b, Egg10b, Egg10a, ER19a, ER19b, ER21, FM11b, Gag09,
GM12, GP12, GS10, GR09, Kos13a, KHC11a, KHC11b, KHC13, LR08, LF12,
LRWY13, LY14, Mal16, MR13, NT12, NO10, PSZZ12, Pra13a, Pra13b, Rou08,
RYY10, RY12b, RGZSC13, Sch08, SMP12, Sch13c, Sch13d, Sch15, Sma21b,
Van08, WWY21, WLH11, YR08, ZY18, ZRY11, ZY12, vEW08, vEW09],
h²2) [Rou08]. hg [MT10]. k [ZLL+18]. L [LY14]. L²[0, T] [ER19b]. N
[Khr09, BO19]. π [Vin13b]. ψ [Lat21]. Q [dABJGMC21, RLG13, RLG14]. q²
-authors [BO19]. -based [FM11b]. -bubble [Pra13b, RGZSC13]. -core [Cam14, zChHY13, KHC11a]. -cores [LRWY13]. -Degree [ZRY11, ZY12]. -gram [Khr09]. -Index [ACHVH09, AK15, AOdFC12, BBMP12, BBL15, BN21, Bur07a, Bur07b, Bur13a, CMMT13, CB07, Egg08a, GM12, GS10, GR09, KHC11b, KHC13, Lat21, LR08, LF12, LY14, Mal16, MR13, MT10, NT12, NO10, PSZZ12, Per17b, Rou08, RYY10, RY12b, Sch08, Sch10b, Sch13c, Sch13c, Sch13d, Sch15, Tol08, Van08, Vin13b, Woe08a, WH111, YR08, ZY18, Bor14b, CAHVH10, BS19, Bur07b, PS13, Pra13c, Rou08, YZF13]. -indices [ER19b, Gag09, vEW08, vEW09]. -like [CGD +21]. -means [ZLL+18]. -measures [RLG14, RLG13]. -page [KK13]. -related [ZTG11]. -score [Lum07]. -Sequence [LY14]. -subnet [WWY21]. -tail [zChHY13, KHC11a]. -tails [LRWY13]. -type [BI10, Egg08b, Egg10b, Egg10a, ER19a, ER21, SMP12, Smo21b]. -year [Cam15, DGDG13].


357 [BCGM17b].

5 [AORC12a, AORC12b]. 5SQual [MGLF09].

6 [Ron13]. 63 [AORC12b].

7 [RLG14]. 787 [BCGM17a]. 799 [BW22].

9 [RGRE16].

above [dNL15]. above-journal [dNL15]. Abramov [GTD16, Zit16]. abrupt [BSdA+21]. absolute [Vin12]. absorptive [CMN08]. abstracts [LPM16, SD22, BMS+09]. academia [HG14, YPL+22]. Academic [BP122, Ort14, RL18, ADR16, ADS16, CTR1Y21, Cso21, DFHCT21, DFGGB15, DFFBR16, DGV18b, FC10, FM11b, Hag15, HZW19, HWL22, HHC14, wH16, KT18, LYYY09, LHWS18, Luo21, Ma12, MMOMLC18, MD19a, MKM+22, Or15, RA15, RDF+18, SCBB11, SZZ22, Sz21, TV21, VZMFAB16, WG10a, WHL17, WZ21b, WLLL18, WOLD22, YVW+13, ZXS21, ZW21, ZZL+21, ZZ21b, ZY17, KTA18, KT18, The17b, The18c]. academic-network [ZXS21]. academics [Yur17a]. Academy [XIYeG18]. 
axiomatic [BM11b, BM14, BM16, HM21a, HCS19, Woe08a]. Axiomatics [Que11]. axiomatisation [Rou08]. axiomatization [Kon14]. axiomatizations [AK15]. Axiomatizing [Mir13].

ACD12d, ADG21, AA19, AW14, ALW11, ASG12, AORC11a, AORC11b, AORC12a, AORC12b, AHRCV17, Als21, AodFC12, AN18, Ant18, BILL07, BBL19, BD10b, BM11a, BP11, BSMD12, BW13, Bor13b, BLW13, BLW14, BM15, BL17, Bor19, BvR11, CMN08, CGSZS22, CM14, CR10, CHHL11, Ch16, CY22, CRS14, CF16, CA11, CCL18, CPM+07, Din11b, DLGC13, DW21, Don18, DGDG13, DGDGSPSV14, DHL+21, EI10, FT15a, FSZB15, FM10a, GG19, GP12, Gau17, GNZ+19, Glä07, HHAA16, HM21a, HRC12, HKG18, HRC11a, HCL13, HTX+18, HDD+21, HYC15, HCZ21, JFKHS21, JSD14, JZ21, Ke21b, KJS16, KKK21, KP13, KTA18, KT18, LL14, LBB17].

citation
[LBZ16, LWB19b, LSW+10, LYF17, LR07, LHC13, LR08, LY14, LF21, LYC21, LCL+22, LdMAM08, Lun07, Mal16, MD19a, Moe10a, Moe10b, MD12, Nie17, NFH13, NJFD14, Ono16, Ort21a, Paj15, PYCH18, PSC21, PY18, PW19, PD21, Pen15, PSZZ12, Per10c, PS13, PPFBK19, RC12a, RWL12, RZLC21, RCW15, RCC18, SKLR16, San13b, Sch14a, Sch14b, Sch14c, Sch15, SD11, SYW18, SXAC22, SKY+19, SSAGB11, Sir12, Sma09, STP17, Sma18, SLM13, SLW15, SZ10, TS14, TW14b, TF15b, The16e, The16d, The16a, TS16, The16f, The17a, The17b, TN18, The18c, TSRSRG+13, TLV+21, UK16, VMWM17, Van13, Vi16, WL09, Wa14, Wa17a, We13, We15, Wa16a, Wa16b, Wa16c, Wa16d, WJW+19, WZ21a, WXML21, WY21, XMLM21, YY15, YL22, YYW14, YS21, YP21, Yun22, ZH18, ZWBA21, ZLW21, ZXS21, ZS08].

citation
[ZF22, ZZ12, dMAGBLIM18, dNL15, dP11, vEW14, Fin13, SYW18].

citation-based
[ADG21, AW14, HHAA16, LF21, Paj15, PD21, SKLR16, ZZ12].

citation-rank
[BL15].

Citations
[CGD+21, VG10a, ACD12b, ACD12c, AD15d, ADF19, ADD21a, ADD21b, ADD21c, AAK+21, BZL19, BSS22, BAL18, BHM21, BM16, BvECW18, CMCM21, CM14, Che17, DFHC21, FT17, Fin14, FC17, FMM14, Fra07, GAD19, GYZ17, HGJZ17, HCL13, HCS19, KW21, Kos10a, KCH21b, KKI3, LO10, LR11, LQJJ14, LQJJ15, LCY19, LWCH22, MMOMTL18, MSPD16, NMNJM13, Ng17, PWY21, PML21, San11a, San14, San15, SL15, SC21, Sma16, The16b, The19b, Vin13b, We13, Wan14, WS1, ZYCK12, ZL11, OA13].

cited
[ACD14, AD15c, ADD21b, BL12, BM13a, BH16a, BTZY21, BK14, BADFT11, Cam14, CAL15, CQAL21, Cho21, CH14, HW14, HR16, HXT+18, HTLC21, LWB14, LY17, MMOMHL17, MGC18, PD21, Sch13c, Sma18, TB18b, TW14a, TF15a, TMLB16, WJX+12].

citedness
[BL15].

CitedReferencesExplorer [TMLB16]. CiteScore [Meh19]. cities
[BP11, CT16, Cos08, MEG+16]. Citing
[Zit10, ADD21b, BAL18, BADFT11, Cam14, CMCM21, DTG12, GAD19, SD22, TB18a, WZ14]. Citing-side
[Zit10]. CitNetExplorer [vEW14]. city
[BMML21]. city-level
[BMML21]. claims
[FJOROMT22, RC12b]. clarifications
[FGMM12]. clarifying
[ZY21]. class
[AS21]. classes
[BLM13]. Classification
[BP+14, BSdA+21, YYW14, CLC11, CXZ+22b, DU21, FMM16a, GNBVQ+14, Khr09, LRC13,
MLDP21, PRRC17, RC14, RCW15, WW16, ZLJ+10].
classification-system-based [RC14]. classifications
[LBZ16, SJZ+19, SA18]. classifier [SD22, WYX+12]. classify [OLRF11].
climate [HLB+19, HLB+21]. clinical [Ke21b, MCKM08, SD22].
ClinicalTrials.gov [JHK+16]. close [BP11]. closer [GHP21]. closure
[Pen15]. Clues [ZSP+22]. cluster [Wil16]. Clustering
[CF16, VW16, YAL21, CB19, CGM15, FLB22, JS22, LY18, NPS13, WvEN10,
ZLJ+10, ZLL+18]. clustering-based [FLB22]. clusters [Sma09].
CNCIs [PSA21]. Co [KM22, LY18, AAH11, ADR13, BSW17, BAGADF15, CB19,
DN17, IPS21, JSD14, KJS16, KMJ+19, KSJL15, KK07, LW11, Ort14,
PRRC15, PVH21, Sma09, VY10, WW15, Yun22, ZS08, dMAGBLIM18].
co-author [KK07]. co-authored [PRRC15]. co-authors [ADR13].
co-authorship
[AAH11, BAGADF15, DN17, IPS21, KMJ+19, Ort14, dMAGBLIM18].
co-citation [JSD14, KJS16, Sma09, Yun22, ZS08]. co-clustering [CB19].
co-evolution [WW15]. co-invention [PVH21]. Co-keywords [KM22].
Co-mention [LY18]. co-occurrences [VY10]. co-publication [BSW17].
co-reading [KMJ15]. co-words [LY18]. Coauthor [ZLY21, Has13, Per17a].
Coauthors [ZLY21, Xie21b]. co-authorship [Din11b, FGFALG21, Kar14, KK15,
RP08, XOL16, XZKS22]. cocitation [BNbH17, Emo08]. coefficient [LWB19b]. coercive [YYW14].
co-citation [JSD14, KJS16, Sma09, Yun22, ZS08].
collaboration [CN11b].
Collaboration
[WHW+14, ABL12, Abd16, ADM13a, ADM13b, ADM17, ÅBB21, BMML21,
BK09, BRA19, BADFT11, Din11b, DKK+17, ES15, FC10, GY17, GW17,
HDT+13, HRL12, HPZ21, KD15, KP21, KMJ+19, KR21, LW08, LY12,
LRC13, LZH+22, LH22, LRH+21, MAS14, MSY21, OA13, PHMS17,
Per10a, PRCRVQ+09, PVH21, PSA21, SGBMMA17, Sch13a, SXAC22,
SFCK19, Tan13, Vas09, VAdFC13, VCT22, WRA+21, YZF13, ZZL+21, DT13].
collaboration-Collaboration [HRL12]. collaborations
[AMKA21, CZG16, DK21, LWB14, MEG+16, NF13, OSY21, RSRP19,
TS14, TSAH22, Y14, ZZ18]. collaborative
[AAB+21, CRS15, HOC12, JZY+18, LY12, PT17, Tu21]. collaborators
[HL21]. Collective [LJM13]. college [CRS14, CRS15]. Combination
[LLHW22, ADF19]. combinations [BTZY21]. combinative [KP09].
combined [KCH21a, PT09, ZZ12]. Combining
[BnHB17, CMN08, SIZ10, PHMS17, Ron18, YKKS16]. commands
[BO12]. Comment [Glä17, KE17, Mut16, Web17, BW17b, BHM19, Cla16,
Lin18c, Nan16, Pet17, Zit16, vdB18, YAY+17]. commentary [CBT21].
Comments [BCGM17a, BCGM17b, GL11, Mar17, Ron14a, Sch16, AD17c,
Ber10, Bur08, FM17b, GTD16, WvE08, WvE09]. commercial
[MCKM08, SZ10]. committee [vdB12]. Common [ADB12, YY21].


**DAC** [JS22]. D’Angelo [Zit16, GTD16]. danger [Spa10]. Danish [BRA19, FJW+15]. Data [DS21, dABJGMC21, BRA19, BMS+09, BLWSE11, BdMA11, BO12, BLM13, BL13, Bor14c, BH15, BW17a, BL17, BM18, BH18, BHA19, BHM19, BTZY21, BW22, CCL16, Cop19, DGV18b, ER22, FLB22, FHH17, GAW21, HMBI17, HS11, JPL22, KD15, KK12, LL15, LBSA13, LR12, LB21, LSW+10, MAS14, MBD17, MD19h, NV22, NLC17, PL13, QCVRqiMA10, RS16, RGSM+19, Sch16, SW12, SKY+19, SKM22, TW14b, The16d, The16a, The16f, VY13, XLLZ14, XWK+21, XMML21, YKKS16, YDWC08, YSPW09, ZWM17, ZY16, dSSOH07, PW19].

data-based [FLB22]. database [ABS21, ED15, FMM16a, GP11, KP13, Ma12, Ma10, PSI+17, WHL17, YDS+15]. databases [BILL07, DS21, FZDW15, FMM14, SSAGB11, SZ10, VZMFAB16, YDWC08]. DataCite [RGMJC17]. dataset [HWZW22, KJKS22]. datasets [PC10, ZWBA21]. date [BLW14]. DEA [KE17, YAY+17, ACD11b, CrRIY21, XIycG18, XIycG21, YAY+16, YFyS18].


Editor-in-Chief [Egg15, Wal15]. Editorial [Ano08d, Ano15d, Ano16a, Ano16b, Ano16d, Ano17a, Ano17b, Ano17c, Ano17d, BB+11, BD09, BD10a, BFS+18, ZSS+21, Ano07a, Ano07b, Ano07c, Ano07d, Ano08a, Ano08b, Ano08c, Ano09a, Ano09b, Ano09c, Ano09d, Ano10a, Ano10b, Ano10c, Ano11d, Ano11a, Ano11b, Ano11c, Ano11d, Ano12a, Ano12b, Ano12c, Ano12d, Ano13a, Ano13b, Ano13c, Ano13d, Ano14a, Ano14b, Ano14c, Ano14d, Ano15a, Ano15b, Ano15c, Ano16c, Ano18a,
Ano18b, Ano18c, Ano18d, Ano19a, Ano19b, Ano19c, Ano21a, Ano21b, Ano21c, Ano21d, Ano21e, Ano21f, Ano21g, Ano21h, Ano22b, Ano22c, Ano22d. editorship [WLLL18, XWZL21]. educated [Yur17a]. Education [BGR21, LTH18, ACD12a, LBSA13, MMC21, SLL+12, VL16, WOLD22].
educational [AZS+14].

Effect [AS21, Don18, SYK22, WWW10, ADD21a, BMML21, BGCGS22, BsdMAM14, Bue21, FC10, GLY21, Hag14b, Hic17, HM21b, JXY21, KD15, LHW21, Lia21, LH22, MSY21, MdMAGB21b, MdMAGB21a, PSA21, SB11, SB13, SZZ22, vV19, vdBM22, BW14, Tol13b, Wan14].
effective [YZYW21]. Effectiveness [DK22, ADR16]. Effects [BD07b, AS17, AAH11, ADG21, AOdFC12, BSS22, BW13, BAL18, BF218, CA11, Cop19, Fra09, HCZ21, Let16, Mag12, ZYCK12, vdBH17b].

Efficiency [BH16b, DBS15, Meg14, PMAT13, GAW21, GDT16, LS14, OG13, XYiG18, MBD17]. efficient [RNB18b].
effort [LA15, AL08].

egghe [Bur08, Pet18, AK15, Que11, Rou14a, Rou14b, WvE09, Woe08a]. eggs [Sir12].

Ego [Ort14, LRH21, RZ15].

Ego-centric [LRH21].

Eggs [Sir12].

Ego [Ort14, LRH21, RZ15].

Embedding-based [XZS21]. embeddings [XZDS21]. emerge [LEW22].

Embedding [WML21].

Embedding-based [XZS21]. embeddings [XZDS21].

Embrace [WML21].

Embrace-based [XZS21]. embeddings [XZDS21].

Energetics [Pra13b].

Energy [BMML21, HYS21]. engagement [DMS18].

Engineering [CRS14, CRS15, LK17].

English [Cha22, LQLJ14].

Enhance [BMDO1].

Enhancing [Tu21].

Entire [PS13].

Entities [ALX+21].

Equal [Kar14].

Equity [Yur16].

Equality [Yur16].

Equivalence [CSH18, Kar14].

Error [Jal11, TLD+21]. errors [BD07a, BD09, FMM16a, FMM16b, MCD16].

Errors/horrors [FMM16b, MCD16].

Evaluating [CJW14, KSS16, WBL12, GG19, Mag12].

Evaluating [CJW14, KSS16, WBL12, GG19, Mag12].

Estimate [SYK22, Bur08, CJF+15, EP07, IPS21].

Ethics [OOB10].

European [APF09, Cso21].

Europeans [RNB18b].

Evaluate [DGV18b, GAW21, HSI11, PRCRVQ+09, WZZ1b].
[AD15a, BGR21, BRN19, Dan16, DVG16, EGR18, KS16, KP13, LK17, XYeG21, dDGFF+21]. evaluation
[ADD19b, ADG21, BLV10, BH15, CAHVH10, CRS15, CCSC21, Cso21, DGV18a, FM11b, GNZ+19, HMBI17, HPNM22, KK19, Kos11, KG07, KTRA10, KHC13, LRCRC13, LYYY09, Mar16, MRR13, MGLF09, NJFD14, Per17a, RGRE15, RGRE16, RYY10, SV18, SC21, SPZ+11, TW14b, The17c, Van11, Vi16, Vi17, Vin14, XMLM21, ZYYW21, YSPW09, ZL11, ZZ21c]. evaluations
[Bor13b, OL10, Sch14a, Sch14b].
evaluative
[BM13b, BW13, BM13a, BHM21, WvEVW16]. events
[Mag13, PTA07].
evergreens
[ZWM17].
everyone
[vL18].
everything
[KK12].
evidence
[AD15d, Ant22, BMML21, BSS22, BPI22, CBT21, KKK17, LHZ+22,
MMCvLLC18, Tan13, TS16, YZ22, YS21, Che17, DLH+21, Glä10, LAT07,
LHTW15, SD22, SW14, WOLD22, YXX18]. evidence-based
[Glä10].
evidences
[LQLJ14, NLK+21].
evolution
[CFK21, AHL12, AMKA21,
BDR14, CTDM17, CLHHVH11, Egg07a, Fin14, Gol14, HKK18, HR18,
JKHS21, JLYM16, JY21, Ke21a, KD15, QLS21, SDL16, WW15].
evolutionary
[KLC21, Egg07a, LB21, McC10]. evolving
[PSG+21].
examination
[HHAA16, JZY+18, LCY19, LY19, RL18, YZ18]. examined
[VY13]. Examining
[AN18, JXYS21, PYCH18, XLG21, ZY17, AL11].
Example
[SD11, AL17, BP11, BW13, BH22, Per10b]. Examples
[Egg08a, Sch14a]. excellence
[BSdMAM16, MSY21, BHCH17, BLWSE11, BHA19, HHAL17, KKK17, Lin18a, Lin18b, Lin18c, Szi21, BdMAL12].
excellence-based
[KKK17]. excellent
[SB11, Tol13a]. Except
[KK12]. exchanges
[LAL09]. excluding
[ADD21b]. exemplified
[BM08a].
exercise
[AD17b, BCGM17a, BCGM17b, DLM+19, FC11, FM17a, FM17b, KK19].
exercises
[ADD19b]. exhaustivity
[ALW11]. exist
[HL19]. Expanded
[CH14, FH13]. Expected
[Smo16, GW17]. experience
[HJ15]. Experimental
[AC09, Fin13, The16f]. Expert
[SKLR16, AW14, HHAA16, LSW+10, SK21, SD11, WXMI21, WS21].
Expert-based
[SKLR16, AW14, SK21]. expert-selected
[WXMI21]. expertise
[RGRE15, RGRE16]. experts
[BM15, BT21]. explain
[TBTB19]. explains
[Vii18]. explanatory
[CCH+09]. exploration
[BnH17, CY22]. explorative
[HLB+19, HLB+21, LHT18]. exploratory
[SMP12, CTDM17, KTA18, TSM09, YDMS12]. explore
[DFCGB15, HR18]. Exploring
[BBML21, CQAL21, CT16, DHLW17, JKHS21, KJKS22, LWCH22, McCI0, SKK15, WX+12, WPZ+13, WJW+19, WLH19, XZKS22, ZYCK12, ZY12, HZW19, ÅBB21]. exponential
[La07, LA15]. exported
[BDJ+16]. Exposing
[RS10b]. exposure
[CGX22, LLW21, SB11].
expressed
[RA15]. extension
[GP12]. Extent
[BD07a, BD09, Mal15, TS16]. external
[BD07b]. Extracting
[FLB22, WWY21]. extraction
[KJKS22, ZL+18]. extreme
[Vii16]. eye
[YDCL13]. eyes
[TSRFAM19].

**F1000** [BL13, BH15]. **F1000Prime** [WS21, Bor14c, BTZY21]. faces
[RGSM$^{+}$19]. facets [MKM$^{+}$22, ZXS21]. facilitate [DHLW17]. factor [ACD12b, AD15d, ADF19, BW17a, BW17b, Bor19, BW22, BRN19, Brz14, Bur13b, CJW14, DGDG13, DGDGPSV14, Egg09, Egg13a, GLY21, HY08, HHC14, MKCM07, MD12, PHANPP13, Pet17, RXL15, San13a, SPT12, SMP12, SW14, WvE08, WvE09, WWW10, Fin13, TSVBAM22, Zit10].

Factors [BM11b, SLL$^{+}$12, TT22, Van13, BSMD12, BL15, Cam15, DT13, Fra10b, HPZ21, JZY$^{+}$18, MD12, Rou16, SSGB11, TF15a, VTPF15, XWK$^{+}$21, ZXS21, Ant18, SYW18].

facilitate [DHLW17]. factor [ACD12b, AD15d, ADF19, BW17a, BW17b, BRN19, Brz14, Bur13b, CJW14, DGDG13, DGDGPSV14, Egg09, Egg13a, GLY21, HY08, HHC14, MKCM07, MD12, PHANPP13, Pet17, RXL15, San13a, SPT12, SMP12, SW14, WvE08, WvE09, WWW10, Fin13, TSVBAM22, Zit10].

facets [MKM$^{+}$22, ZXS21]. facilitate [DHLW17]. factor [ACD12b, AD15d, ADF19, BW17a, BW17b, Bor19, BW22, BRN19, Brz14, Bur13b, CJW14, DGDG13, DGDGPSV14, Egg09, Egg13a, GLY21, HY08, HHC14, MKCM07, MD12, PHANPP13, Pet17, RXL15, San13a, SPT12, SMP12, SW14, WvE08, WvE09, WWW10, Fin13, TSVBAM22, Zit10].

Factors [BM11b, SLL$^{+}$12, TT22, Van13, BSMD12, BL15, Cam15, DT13, Fra10b, HPZ21, JZY$^{+}$18, MD12, Rou16, SSGB11, TF15a, VTPF15, XWK$^{+}$21, ZXS21, Ant18, SYW18].

faculty [WS21, ZY17, ZZN19].

failure [Moe18, Wou18].

fair [Gag13, Sir12].

fairness [RC12a, Sir12].

fame [WHLT18].

familiar [SB11].

Family [Kos13b, BH18, H¨ur15, LBK$^{+}$21, Sch10c].

Family-tree [Kos13b].

far [WWML14].

Farewell [Zit16, AD16b, AD16c, GTD16].

feather [Tan13].

feature [AOdFC12].

Features [CFK21, ED15, ADD22, BGGB13, HY21, HTLC21, KBP09, SD22, VG10a].

fee [DCM21].

fee-charging [DCM21].

feeds [LAT07].

fellowship [BD07b].

Female [TT22, KdBOK15b].

females [The18b].

Ferrers [Egg10b, FM10a].

fiber [MF21].

Field [Ron12, Ron13, RCW15, WvE15, ACD11b, ADM13a, ADS17, AD21, ADD21b, BMM1.21, BMS$^{+}$09, BM11a, BM18, BHM21, CMN08, CTD1.7, CR1Y21, CLHHVH11, CA11, DFCGB15, DGDGPSV14, FZDW15, FM14, GAB11, HDB22, HRC12, Jar07b, KSS16, KHC13, LO10, LRCRC13, M-C10, MCKM08, MD19b, ¨OSY21, OL10, PD21, PPFKB19, RY10, RCC18, SD11, SDL16, TS16, TF17a, The17c, TdR21, Wu13, WLLL18, WOLD22, ZXS21, YDMS12, KLC21, PPFKB19].

field-adjusted [KSS16].

field-categorization [HDB22].

field-independent [PPFKB19, Wu13].
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[ALX+21, HSB11, LW09, LBZ16, YDCL13, dNL15]. Relationship
[AZS+14, Ort15, AD15d, ADM17, ÁBB21, Ant22, BAGDF15, FMM14, R+21, RP08, ZB+21]. Relationships
[VY13, BnBH17, CCH12, JZY+18, Még14, Még18, RFMC17, SVTDF11, SLNC13, ZH18, dMIAGBML18]. Relative
[KLC21, CA11, HCH21, LWB19b, LF21, RRKH17, SYP+16, Vin12, PPFK19]. relevance [GAB11, HILC22, KCH21a]. relevance-based [HLHC22].
relevant [CHHL11, LBMM14, Sch13d]. reliability
[Ng17]. RePEc [SW12]. replicability [BP22]. Reply
[YAY+17, vRvLV+10]. Moc18, vdBHS17a]. Report
[BDMA11, BDMAL12, HKA+09]. reporting [BMHD11]. reports
[HPN022, Cam14, TDKZ21]. repositories [XWK+21]. represent [Wal17a].
representation [DKK+17, PS13, VE14, dLVV18]. representations [LJJ12].
representative [NZ+16, ZLR16]. represented [QCVQdM10].
reproduce [AODFC12]. reputation [MD19a], requirements
[HM21b, KK21]. Research
[AJ13, BRN18, DN17, GÁCC17, GHS21, KB17, LYYY09, MS09, NPS13, PW19, RC16, Van11, XZS21, Yan14, YZ18, ZLY21, vL18, AS17, AHL12, ACD11b, ACD12a, ACD12c, ACD12d, ADM13b, ADR13, ACD13b, ACD13a, AD14, AD15a, ADG15, AD15c, ACD15, ADG16, ADS17, ADM17, AD17b, AD18, AD19, ADD19b, ADD21a, ADD21b, ADD21d, ALW11, AZS+14, ASG12, Al21, ÁBB21, AH22, AYL14, AMKA21, BSHK21, BGCL07, BCGM17a, BBS21, BDR14, BAGDF15, BMD10, BLV10, B0r10, BM12, Bor14a, Bor14b, BShdMAM14, BH16b, BHA19, BH22, BPU+14, BRN19,
Bue21, CCC+18, CMCM22, CLR+17, CM14, CG11, CRIY21, CRS15, CZG16, CLHHVH11, Coo08, CFvL19, CJF+15, CT16, Cso21, Dan16, DLM+19, DT13, DK22, ETGS21, FT15a, FT15b, FLL22, FC11, FM11a, FM11b].

research [FM17a, FM17b, FHH09, FHH17, FH13, GLW+21, GNZ+19, GAB11, HHAL17, HJ15, HGJZ17, HM21b, HPZ21, HPNM22, HCC12, IST10, JSSK14, Jar07a, JHK+16, JZY+18, KS16, Ke18, Ke21b, KYC12, KK19, KSS16, KTR10, KHC11a, KHC13, KKK17, KR21, LS14, LL15, LJ21, LW09, LYF17, LY19, LT21, Lia21, Lin18a, Lin18b, Lin18c, LHTW15, LZH+22, LLHW22, MAS14, MLD21, McC10, MMY17, Moe10a, MdMALIV11, MCKM08, MBD17, Nie17, OL10, ORF11, Ort14, Ort21a, PYCH19, PL13, PD21, Per10b, PRCRVQ+09, Per10c, PC10, RGRE15, RGRE16, RS10a, RNB18a, RNB18b, RL22, SV18, Sch13b, SAFR22, SD22, SA18, Sta21, SZ10, SL12, TS12, The17a, TFB17, The17c, Th18b, TBTB19, TBM+19, TWH08, TA22, TD10, VS13, Vas09, VG10b, VCT22, Vii17, WRB+11, Wal17b, WG10a, Woe14].

research [Wu15, WYH17, WYYL18, XZKS22, XIYr18, XLG21, XHA+21, YDMS12, IYFY118, YZYW21, YLZ18, YZ22, YSJ21, YP21, ZZL+21, ZHS+22, ZBK+21, ZL11, ZZ18, dMAGBLIM18, vV19, vdBHS17b, SVK21].

research-focused [BSdMAM14].

research-front [Jar07a].

researcher [ACD12e, BH16b, CRS14, GFGALG21, KMJ+19, MD18, WOLD22, XZKS22].

ResearcherID [BW22, BW17a].

researchers [ADS11, ACD13a, dABJGMC21, BW17a, BW17b, BW22, BGT22, BRN19, CGM15, CGFI+19, FT17, GP12, HLB+19, HLB+21, Let16, LSW+10, LRH12, Mari16, NLC17, Pet17, PUK21, RJDD08, Tol13a, Xie21b, Xie21a, Yur16, Yur17b, ZW21, Pet18].

ResearchGate [LTH18, YZ18].

resolution [LJJ21, SCMG16].

resource [CKKY21, FJOROMT22].

resourcefulness [PUKR21].

resources [CGM15].

respect [CA11, Mal16].

Response [AD17c, But17, WB16b, AF15, BHM18, BHM19, MCD16].

responses [SX21].

resting [The16e].

Restricting [Sch15].

restriction [GPNA13, HR18].

restructuring [DFFBR16].

results [AORC11b, AORC12b, Egg12a, PRCRVQ+09, TBTB19].

Rethinking [KK15].

retiring [Egg15].

Retracted [ZWDS21b, ZWDS21a].

retraction [LWCH22].

retrieval [CTDM17, CCL18, MRR13, YDMS12].

Return [NF08, YAL21].

returns [IYFY114].

reveal [LPWZ22].

revealed [Ser10, SYP+16].

Revealing [ADD22, GLW+21, PHSM17].

reveals [HKK18, VS13, XMLM21].

Reversing [Hag14b].

Review [BG21, HMBl17, Pet18, vL18, ACHVH09, BI08, BD07a, BMD07, BMD08a, BMD08b, CR10, CPW+07, DCM21, DCG+19, KCC21, MGC18, Moe18, MRR13, NO10, SG12, WRB+11, Wal16b, ZXS+22, CF16].

reviewed [BS13].

reviewer [BD07b, GHS21].

Reviewers [Ano10e, Ano11e, Ano12e, Ano14e, Ano15e, Ano13e, BSG19, BGC22].

reviews [BGBG13, GSV+21, MJB11, PD21, WLH19].

revised [Ley13b].

revisited [Egg13a, Kos12d, vdBHS17b].

Revisiting [ACD12c, Abr18].

revolution [RS16].

rewarded [CSC21].

RG [LTH18].

rhetorical
rhythm [LR10]. rising [PTV17]. risk [SM18]. risks [RNB18b].
Rivals [vRvLV+10]. Robust [Sta21, SW14, Zit10]. Robustness
[BP22, Gläi10, Mal16]. role [ADD21c, ABB21, BS17, DK12, HCC12,
MSL]14, SJGBMA17. Sma18, Tu21, WG10a, vdBHS17a. Ronald [Pet18].
[BGCGS22]. RSS [LAT07, PTA07]. rule [MLDP21]. rule-based [MLDP21].
rural [CFvL19]. Russian [CK22, MSY21].

Saint [SG12]. Same [AD15a, Dan16, GAD19]. sample [BGCGS22].
samples [BM13b]. Sampling [WB16a, WB16b, Cla16, KRM14, Mut16].
Sandström [Lie11c]. SAO [YHS18]. scalability [BP22]. scalable
[CSH18, AAB]21. scale [ACD11b, Ant18, BW17a, BL17, BW22, BK14,
BvECW18, DBS15, DGV18a, GG09, GGS10, KJKS22, KR21, LCL+22,
MCCvLC18, PAS12, RA15, SKK15, WW16, IYRyBL14, ZH18, ZLR16].
scale-independent [GG09, GGS10]. scales
[CH15, Egg10a, Gläi07, Vi17, Vi18]. scaling [ACD12b, ACD12c]. schemas
[BHH]07. scheme [DU21, ZWG+19]. schemes [ADG21, KK15]. Scholar
[OA13, AJ13, CB19, FC10, MKM+22, XZS12, AN18, BMS+09, HMB17,
KT19, MMOMHL17, MMcvLLC18, MMOMTLC18, MBIH16, MT10].
Scholar-based [MT10]. scholar/journal [CB19]. Scholarly
[YSWP09, ADD21d, AF17a, BBB+22, BZL19, BGS19, BS13, BnH17,
CGX22, CBT21, DCG+19, KRM13, KYC12, KT19, LLW21, SKL16,
WCG21, WH21, WLLL18]. scholars
[AAH11, DFCGB15, FC17, HWZ22, dlv18]. scholarship [MMCR21].
schools [ZBN19]. Science [APF09, DK22, SSAG11, XWZL21, AC09, AC17,
BL17, BB11, BI10, BFS11, BS09, BD07b, BW11, BLWSE11, BL12,
BsdMAM16, BK08, BPU+14, BK14, BFM+18, CtriY21, CA11, Dan16,
DG21, DLW17, DLGT19, Gar09, HRL12, HR18, HYC15, Ke21a, KB21,
Kos15, Kos08, Lat21, Let16, LW08, LSW+10, LT21, LZR15, LEW22,
LHT15, LK17, Mag12, MJ13, MMY17, Meh19, MSL+14, Mil15, MN15,
NLK+21, NF12, NO07, PYWH15, PPP18, PYCH19, PPG+15, PRRC17,
PB16, RCW15, SDAJ17, SJZ+19, SAB+16, Sku09, SWHC15, TB18b, The19a,
Tsa14, Van13, Wal14, WTVE11, WG12, WW15, WYK+22, XWY+21,
XMLM21, XYP+22, YDCL13, YW15, YHWHZ16, YW17, YXX+17, ZWM17,
ZS08, ZY17, vdBHS17a, AYL14, AN18, BMS+09, BL17, FMM16a, GP11,
GAB11, GMFV16, LR12, LB21, LQLJ14, LHT18, LdMAM08]. Science
[MMOMTLC18, NO07, PRRC17, Reh21, The18a, WW16, ZH18, CH14, FH13].
science-based [SWHC15]. science-technology [BL21, BK08].
science/computer [LK17]. Sciences [VE14, WHH21, ADR13, BAL18,
Fral0a, FJW+15, Ley17b, SW14, TSM09, VW16, ZYYW21, XLYG18].
Scientific [BKK09, CB19, Din11b, FMM14, GAG13, HR16, LY18, LRR+21,
Mar15, Mar16, RL22, WH15, AD18, AD21, ADD21c, ADD22, AAK+21,
ACHV09, AN18, Ant22, AF17b, BSHK21, BRA19, BLV10, BSDMAM14,
BH15, BvECW18, BSDA+21, BR11, CMN08, CCL16, CTGM15, CXMR07,
CCH+09, CTDM17, CW18, Coc08, CSdFCA17, DLM+17, DFCGB15, DMS18, DKK+17, ES15, Fin14, FM10b, FM11b, FM14, FJW+15, GHP21, GPGBMA10, GBMA12, GWMP16, GW17, GHS21, HSE22, HMBI17, HDY12, HDT+13, HGJZ17, HPZ21, HCL13, HCC12, IPS21, KFM+15, Ke18, KJKS22, KK12, Kos11, Kos12a, LWWZ22, LLH12, LRWY13, LBD+19, LAL09, LLHW22, MEG+16, MMCvLLC18, Moe10b, OA13, OG13, PCPG17, Per10a, Per10b, PRCRVQ+09, PSI+17, QLS21, QCVQdMA10, RC12a, RWB17, Ron18, RCC14, RCC18, SKLR16, SJGMA17, San11b, San13a, San14, scientific [Sch13a, SYP+16, SXAC22, SKY+19, SROdFC13, SAB+16, SC21, SRZ19, SVKM21, Sol07, SG12, SFCK19, SDL16, Tan13, TWH08, TdR21, VG10a, VCT22, WRB+11, Wal12, WWW10, WG10a, WWML14, WHLT18, WRA+21, Woe08b, Wu15, XWZY21, XMM14, YDL13, YZ15, YLZ18, YYX18, YXXW19, YSJ21, YZ18, ZWBA21, ZWX+19, ZXS+22, ZLYC21, dDGFFI21, dIP11], Scientist [ZZL+21, AD15c, BBMP12, FM10a, LH22, XWP+12, WPZ+13, ZHS+22, ZBK+21], scientists [ADM13a, AD15b, ACD15, ADS16, BAGADF15, Dan16, DFCGB15, FM11a, LYZ+17, LH21, Mar17, RGSM+19, SW13, SZZ22, SGKM16, TN18, Van12a, WXP+12, WHLT18, XZKS22, ZWZZ21], scientograms [QCVQdMA10], scientometric [Abr18, Cso18, GPNA13, Mag13], scientometricians [Vin12], Scientometrics [Gar09, VS13, Bor14b, FHH09, GL11, Glä10, Ley13a, Vi18, WvEVW16, LBMM14], SciKGraph [TdR21], SCImago [BdMAL12, GNBVQ+14], Scopus [MCD16, MdMAGBLI21b, ABS21, BMS+09, BLWSE11, ED15, FMM16a, FMM16b, GMFGVZ16, HL19, Ley13b, LQLJ14, LldMAM08, MMOMTLC18, Meh19, MBHI16, MdMAGBLI21a, The17b, The18a, The18b, VZAMMFAB15, WW16], score [BH16a, BH16c, BM12, LTH18, Lun07, RY12b, LH21], Scores [HDB22, AD16a, BM15, Egg10a, Glä07, GHS21, TF15b, TN18, Vi17, Vi18, Wal14, YZYW21], Scoring [BGCL07, PUKR21], scouting [CKKY21], Screening [PD21], Search [TS12, ZWM17, BM18, JZ21, Ort14], searches [The18c], Searching [ZY16], Seats [BB11], secondary [Hag14b], section [The19b, Wal16c, Wal16d, Wal17b], sector [ADD21d], securing [Cha22, DK21], segregation [TSAH22], select [LLH+21], selected [UK16, WXML21, WG10b], Selecting [CX16], Selection [vdB12, BW17a, BW17b, BW22, HTX+18, LLH+21, Pet17], Self [SC21, TDKZ21, WH15, ADG21, ADD21a, ADD21b, Fra07, PML21, Vi16, YYW14, vdB12], Self-assembly [WH15], Self-Citation [TDKZ21, ADG21, Vi16, YYW14], Self-citations [SC21, ADD21a, ADD21b, Fra07, PML21], self-service [vdB12], Semantic [SHD15, AKML18, ALX+21, CXZ+22b, CXZ+22a, HWL22, LW11, PL13, TD10], semantically [CSH18], semi [BHH+07], semi-automatic [BHH+07], seminar [RW10], SemPathFinder [SHD15], senior [Hag14b, VW16], seniority [Kos09], seniority-independent [Kos09], senses [KM22], sensitive [XMM14], sensitivity [ACD12e, ACD12d, CGD+21, Mall6, XWK+21], sensitized [WHW+14].
sentences [KJS16, SD22]. Sentiment [PT09, CLC11]. separately [The19b].

Subsidies [XfG21]. Suburbs [BP11]. Success [SYW18, Egg14, KKK21, MB17, Rou14a, SZZ22, vdBMM22, FGMM12, FGMM13].


Subunits [XLYcG21]. Suburbs [BP11]. Success [SYW18, Egg14, KKK21, MB17, Rou14a, SZZ22, vdBMM22, FGMM12, FGMM13].


Subunits [XLYcG21]. Suburbs [BP11]. Success [SYW18, Egg14, KKK21, MB17, Rou14a, SZZ22, vdBMM22, FGMM12, FGMM13].
transitions [BKK09], transitivity [IPS21], translation [DLGT19], translational [LT21], transmission [Még14], transparency [VZMFAB16], Treatment [SYK22], tree [Kos13b], trees [JLYM16, MLDP21], trend [Ada18, HCC12, LDSD18, YHS18], Trends [RL22, BSHK21, Bue21, ETGS21, JSSK14, JHK16, KYC12, LJMM13, SGGMF18, VZMFAB16], triad [FM10a], triadic [Pen15], triads [DNL15], trial [TLD+21], trial-and-error [TLD+21], Triangular [LYC21, AMKA21], tribes [CFveL19], tribute [Sma17], tripartite [WJW19], triple [Mag12, Még14, Még18], Trojan [DCM21], truncated [KSS16], Tsinghua [ZL11], turnover [ADR16], tutorial [GWMP16], tweet [WHH21], tweeters [YXXW19], tweeting [CGXW22], tweets [YXX18, YXXW19], twenty [AZS14], Twitter [DSM18, HWZW22, MA21, WHH21, YKKS16, YXX17].

Two [BMD10, NO10, RH13, Smo21b, ADZ18, CT16, DN17, E10, Let16, MD12, PPFKB19, SSAGB11, XYeC18, IYFS18], two-mode [DN17], two-stage [XYeG18, IYFS18], type [BI10, BD07a, BD09, Bur08, EP07, Egg08b, Egg10b, Egg10a, ER19a, ER21, GS10, JSSK14, Kos09, Kos10a, Kos10b, PSA21, San14, SMP12, SG07, Smo21b, Vi16], types [FJOROMT22], typical [Wal17a].
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